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Introduction Hi there. My name is Carolyn Hansen and I have written this guide to help people get into shape so that they can achieve that elusive flat stomach that we all start out with in our youth, but have a heck of a time trying to hold onto as we advance beyond our 20’s and begin losing all of the advantages that youth confers. Maybe you have recently noticed that your waistband is getting tighter and you have found yourself looking in the bathroom mirror a little more often than you would like to be doing. You find yourself subconsciously wondering, “What’s up with this? Where did all this fat around my tummy come from? Is this how other people see me – as being fat?”



It is a sobering day when you finally begin to realize that something is amiss in the house of YOU. Sure, maybe you are a little less active than you used to be, which might explain a few of the extra inches around your waistline. But what about the additional 20 pounds reported by the needle on the bathroom scale? Yikes. Definitely something going on here. But you are not eating any more than usual. In fact, you have been dieting much of the time. So there must be another reason that you have become larger and heavier. Right? https://tinyurl.com/ClaimYourSixPackABS
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Indeed there is a reason. If you are carrying a few extra kilos of excess body fat around your belly – call it what you will: love handles, a spare tire, a beer gut, or potbelly – you are not alone. Many people young and old notice an increase in tummy fat that makes their clothes feel tight and uncomfortable. The fat in this location is particularly unhealthy when compared to other locations on your body. There are many reasons why it has stubbornly piled itself on to your waistline. It could be due to heredity or to changes in your hormonal levels, or even because you have become less active and your metabolism (your body’s fuel burning engine) has slowed while your eating habits have not. You could well be eating the same amount of food that you were 10 years ago. Although the number of people worldwide who we would consider overweight has increased dramatically in recent years, this is one case where following the crowd is by no means your smartest move. Extra weight, especially if it is stored around the belly, can be downright risky. Gaining weight around the abdomen does more harm than simply making your waistband feel too tight. There are serious health risks that come into play here. Associated with an increase in abdominal fat is a corresponding increase in the likelihood that you will develop any number of a multitude of unpleasant conditions, such as diabetes, heart disease, and various forms of cancer and other degenerative diseases. Many people accumulate excess belly fat as they grow older, first noticing their increasing waistline in their 30’s and 40’s while gradually putting on more pounds as the years go by.
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For many, the eating and exercise habits that kept them slim in their youth are just not enough to keep the weight off as they get older. Add to this the fact that we tend to become less active and more sedentary as the years go by, and you can see why the flab starts to gather around your waist. Are our busy modern day lives to blame for excess tummy fat? Many of us are so busy and have so many responsibilities in life that we sometimes forget to take care of ourselves. The end result is our health often gets pushed down the totem pole of priorities. So, how important is proper exercise, and what will happen if you simply avoid it? For starters, if you do not keep your muscles strong and toned, and you allow them to become flabby and weak, the outside of your body will lose its youthful shape and your energy levels will drop. But the real damage occurs on the inside where it cannot be seen. A lifestyle devoid of proper exercise inevitably leads to an increase in fat on the inside of your body. In particular, fat accumulates around the organs inside the belly. You will not notice this at first, as it will not show on the bathroom scales. Studies have shown that just six months without exercise can lead to a 9 percent increase in this dangerous fat. It does not sound like much, but it can amount to 4 pounds of extra fat per year. So it adds up! Even though you may only be concerned about the fat out in front that you can grab with your hands, it is really the stuff deep inside that you do not want hanging around for any length of time.
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Yes, we live in a world that worships and reveres the abdominal six pack, but the reality is that an ever-increasing number of people are watching their once svelte abdominals disappear beneath fat. With the loss of apparent health when you lose visible abdominal muscles, so goes real health. The two tend to go hand in hand, which is probably why we place such a high premium on potential partners with flat tummies. Belly fat is more than a mere hindrance to your appearance. It does more than just force you to buy bigger clothes and cut another hole in your belt every other year. That darn fat is steadily working to remove years from your expected lifespan – and could well take you away from the people that love you. Researchers have found that the fat cells inside the abdomen are not just sitting there, loaded with dormant energy that is waiting to be burned up. The cells are active, producing hormones and other chemicals that can disrupt the body’s normal chemical balance and affect your health. When excess body fat collects around the tummy rather than on the limbs, it is an outward visual sign of hormonal and metabolic turmoil within. And once that abdominal fat has increased to a hard rounded appearance, it is almost guaranteed that ‘hormonal’ imbalance is driving its growth. In particular, it is generally due to the condition known as ‘insulin resistance’ which occurs when the body begins to stop taking notice of the blood sugar regulating hormone insulin. This condition is the precursor to the life-threatening disease known as diabetes.



The insulin molecule. https://tinyurl.com/ClaimYourSixPackABS
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The good news is that a few lifestyle changes, mainly in the form of a proper exercise program that will target and increase your metabolic engine, along with a healthy eating plan, will help in your battle of the (belly) bulge. Muscle tissue is really the key to getting a handle on your fat loss efforts. It is primarily in muscle cells that fat is burned for energy, so having more of it means more fuel burned in a given period. In other words, adding muscle increases the size of your body’s fat-burning engine from that of a family saloon to that of a turbo-charged sports car. What this means is that you will be able to increase your fat burning engine so that you can burn more calories every minute of the day – even when you are sleeping or resting. Even without dieting of any sort, this will give you greater fat burning power. Gradually your waistline will reduce in size, taking with it the health risks. So how do you do this and increase the mass and quality of those abdominal muscles at the same time? The remainder of this report is designed specifically to answer those questions. But first, we need to address a few common misconceptions about abdominal fat, as these tend to impede most people’s efforts to strip the excess fat from their body to reveal that magical six pack that will have the opposite sex unable to peel their eyes from you. We will address these common misconceptions in the next chapter.
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Chapter One -



Truths You MUST Understand If You Are Ever Going To Lose Your Belly Fat And Acquire Six Pack Abs Despite the fact that you may currently see an “absence” where you would like to see a sexy-looking six pack staring back at you when you look in the mirror, the truth is that both you and everyone else already possesses that six pack. The trouble is, in most cases that six pack muscle is buried deep under a layer of fat that hides those muscles from public view, keeping them out of sight and out of mind. The desire to acquire those 6-pack abdominals that regularly grace the pages of fitness magazines today has evolved into something of a craze. No other part of the human body seems to get quite the level of attention. Whether you call it a washboard, a 6-pack, or an 8-pack, it seems like everyone wants visibly defined abdominal muscles. Not without good reason either. Those fortunate enough to possess them get more than their fair share of attention from the opposite sex. But this aside, there are compelling health-related reasons as well which on their own justify the pursuit of that wash board tummy. But there is a lot more to acquiring a trim waistline with defined abdominal muscles than most people suspect. It is not a question of simply being able to focus your attention on your mid section day after day when you workout.
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Possession of a 6-pack by an individual is a genuine hallmark of being in what is called “good physical shape”. You cannot fake this mark of distinction, because as you get out of shape fat will accumulate around the mid section first, and is the very last place that it will disappear from when you burn fat off again. So, when the day arrives that you can see your abdominal muscles again your body composition (which is to say, your muscle/fat ratio) will be at a very low and healthy level. Some people are able to see visible abdominal muscles at 12 percent body fat, while others need to get below 10 percent. It will depend on your natural level of muscularity. Either way, you are going to be in good physical shape before you see them again. This much I can promise you, and this book will show you what you need to do to get there. Belly fat is the most stubborn type of fat to get rid of For most people, fat from the midsection is the last to be lost as the body works to burn excess fuel in an attempt to keep up with the energy demands that are placed on it. Moreover, you will never really look or feel your best until you reach the point where that store of fat is called upon by your body. People who are in great shape always look great as well because their shoulder to waist ratio has increased, creating a more shapely physique. There is no denying that the broader your shoulders appear to be in comparison to your waist, the more in shape you look. Basically, the more of a "V" shape from your shoulders down to your waist the more physically fit you appear to be. This look is commonly seen in the bodies of active developing teenagers and is present as we enter the decade between the ages of 20 and 30 years. But as we pass beyond this point, and our level of physical activity lessens with the demands of life, we tend to lose this shapeliness. So that V shape is associated with youth and health, and if you reacquire the shape you automatically acquire a youthful appearance that others around you will find hard to ignore.
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So, the bigger your waist, the more vertical the line down from your shoulders to your hips, and the less of a V you will have. Go beyond that point and you acquire the appearance of a barrel, and being in shape is the absolute last thing you will appear to be. Whether you are in your best clothes or at the beach, people immediately know how healthy or “in shape” you are by just looking at the ratio of your waist to your shoulders. I am sure I do not have to belabor the point any more than I have about the advantages of getting into this level of shape, given that you have already expressed an interest in acquiring your own set of six pack abdominals by taking action and reading this book as a first step in the process. But before we can put you on the path to that flat tummy with its pleasant rippled muscle appearance, we need to address some of the more important myths about this subject that are floating around. Everyone seems to have their own ideas about how one can achieve the desired result. Unfortunately, much of what passes for fact on this subject is just plain wrong. So for the remainder of this chapter we are going to bust the biggest myths out there about getting washboard abs, and in the process I will teach you what the truth is and what it is that YOU need to begin doing to secure your own shapely physique that sports a six pack at its center.
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The 10 Greatest Myths about Fat Loss and Abdominal Shaping The Biggest Myth Of Them All Myth #1 – If I lose weight my abdominals will reappear Truth #1 – It is not about losing weight it is about losing fat We have all seen them – the diet claims that promise super fat weight loss. The mainstream media is full of advertisements for diets that focus on the number of pounds that your bathroom scales report each time you venture to stand on them. We are literally assaulted by the magical claims: “Lose 20 pounds in 20 days” “Lose 8 to 15 pounds in your first two weeks” “The Weekend Diet: Be 10 pounds lighter by Monday” And so it goes, endless variations on the same old theme – abs in seconds, muscles in minutes, 30 pounds in 30 days, 11 pounds every nine days, and on and on. The truth is you cannot lose 8 to 15 pounds of body fat in two weeks. Yes, you may be able to lose that much weight in that time span, but it will be made up of fat, muscle, and a lot of water, which is not the result you are really hoping to achieve. What you really want is a program that helps you lose just the fat, and which retains your precious muscle tissue, as this is the core of your fat burning machinery. Any loss of muscle tissue will simply leave you wide open for serious rebounding weight issues. Moreover, by losing muscle mass you risk messing up your metabolism, which will make fat loss difficult if not impossible in the future.
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There is no mainstream diet program that comes close to what you really need to be doing to master long term fat loss. To do that you need to be able to adopt a plan for eating and exercising that you will be able to stick with for the rest of your life. Not just 30 days, or the next 12 weeks, but forever. This is the only way that you can effectively lose excess body fat and keep it off for good. One of the most important elements associated with this type of lifestyle change is the change in your mindset. You will need to learn to think differently. You will need to reprioritize your goal and realize that it is not about changing your weight so much as it is about changing the ratio of muscle to fat in your body. Nor should you become preoccupied by the time it will take to achieve your goal. You will need to understand that the time will pass regardless and that the important result is the acquisition of the end point, and not the swiftness with which it can be obtained. Think of it this way, if you are offered the choice between one fat loss plan that takes three times as long to achieve your end goal, but will allow you to maintain your new body indefinitely, or a second plan that will seem to get you similar results in one third of the time, but which is unable to stop you from rebounding back to your former body shape shortly thereafter, which will you elect to follow? To lose fat properly the only method that has been proven to work reliably and consistently is one that involves healthy eating and proper exercise. Despite the many diet claims, there is simply no other way, and failure to realize this fundamental truth is one of the most limiting beliefs that keep people from getting into great shape. Unfortunately, each of us has to battle our natural tendency towards impatience and laziness. It is a failure of our human nature to want to get what we want right now, without having to put in any effort to achieve it. We live in what is becoming more and more of an instant gratification society, but the rewards of a real life cannot be obtained instantly.
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Like it or not, our just rewards require an element of work. But they are almost always within reach. What matters most is how much you want to achieve them. If you want that flat tummy you can have it, but you must first acknowledge that to get there you will have to discard any current obsession you have about your “weight” and focus instead on changing your ratio of muscle tissue to body fat. Myth #2 – I just need the right ab cruncher to carve my six pack Truth #2 – Using the latest gadget will not get rid of the fat You have seen the late-night infomercials with their enticing promises of easy abdominal magic – You can obtain visible 6-pack abs quickly and effortlessly using the latest abdominal gadget. Maybe the latest product is a variation of that special belt you can strap on that, with the flick of a switch and a mild but pleasant tingling sensation, can give you “rock hard abs without any exercise at all”. 10 minutes with this little gem, they say, is equivalent to 600 sit ups. “Our belts use electrical current to stimulate your abdominal muscles even while you sit still.” Do not believe it. If the solution was that simple fitness centers across the globe would go out of business tomorrow. Trust me, I own two of them and see no signs that my clients have found an easier way to get into shape than to do it the old fashioned way with resistance training. Never fall for those infomercial “ab contraptions”, whether they be ab-rockers, ab-loungers, or ab-whatevers. These “convenience devices” merely offer yet another variation of performing what are basically just ab crunches, but with much less resistance. These gimmicky contraptions might as well be lazy boy chairs for all the good they will do you. Certainly they will never be effective at uncovering your hidden abdominals.
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Even exercises that work the abdominals directly, such as crunches and sit-ups, are actually the LEAST effective method of acquiring that six pack for you. It is a shame that, because of these distractions, most people will never learn how to really strip their belly fat away to reveal their abdominal muscles. Because of the bombardment of misleading information and bogus claims from multi-billion dollar so-called health and fitness companies that will say and do anything to maximize their profits, the truth about how to achieve the visible six pack is likely to remain a secret from most people. Fortunately you will not be one of them because you have already taken steps to head down the correct path, the first step of which is to devour the information in the book you are reading right now. People spend millions, if not billions of dollars, each year on the quest for a flat stomach. Right now there are over 200 or more abdominal exercise devices out there. You would think that with the easy availability of all of these amazing new products that most people would be walking around with that nice, lean midsection they have always dreamed about. Unfortunately, as I pointed out earlier, this is not the case. Most, if not all of these products will do little or nothing to flatten your stomach, simply because these exercise contraptions cannot eliminate the layer of fat that lies on top of your abdominal muscles. In order to be successful at trimming your waistline you must have a basic understanding of how the abdominal muscles function and how your body burns fat. The first thing that needs to be understood with clarity is the distinction between fat and muscle. Fat is the physical manifestation of excess calories that your body has taken in but not yet found a reason to burn for fuel. This fat is primarily stored in layers on top of muscle tissue. Muscle is made up of fibers that contract, or shorten, to produce movement. Fat cannot turn into muscle and muscle cannot turn into fat despite anything to the contrary that you may have heard!
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Most importantly, if you do the right things you can GAIN muscle tissue and you can LOSE body fat. When this happens, it will NOT be because of some fancy ab contraption that you have picked up from Channel 99 or wherever. And when it happens you will begin burning fat at an elevated rate – one that can only lead to a lower body fat percentage and the eventual appearance of your abdominal muscles. We will see later how to pull this off the right way. Myth #3 – To lose belly fat requires doing tons of crunches and sit ups Truth #3 – It is more about fat loss than building abdominal muscles The idea that “spot reduction” is possible – which is to say that fat loss can be confined to a specific part of the body only – has not been seriously entertained by anyone knowledgeable on the subject of fat loss for many years now, yet many people still believe that working a certain area of your body burns fat from that specific area, and that, by extension, abdominal exercises will remove fat from the midsection. In fact, this idea is so pervasive that I think it is worth going into this in a little more detail than I will do for the other abdominal myths addressed in this chapter. The bottom line is that the idea of spot reduction is a fantasy. You cannot get rid of the fat over a muscle by repeatedly exercising that body part alone. This is the same idea that you will lose fat on your legs if you pump your legs all day long. Unfortunately, it just does not work this way. Although our bodies DO tend to store fat more towards the center of the body, it is not the case that fat will be removed ONLY from the center if we restrict our workouts to the abdominal area. The truth of the matter is that your body decides where to put fat and where to remove it from, and it is a system that is largely determined by your genetics. Your body wants to distribute fat based on a few clever strategies pioneered by your distant ancestors.
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First of all, your body stores fat in your midsection (your abdomen, hips or buttocks) as this is the most efficient place to keep it. For one thing it takes less energy to carry it around when it is centralized. The storage of extra fuel is a basic survival strategy, so your body wants to maximize energy efficiency in the creation, storage and use of body fat. Our bodies have evolved over the millennia to store fat to help us survive long periods of famine, which usually occurred in the months of winter and early spring when our ancient ancestors could not hunt for months on end. So, given that your body wants to store fat as a way to have portable energy, it makes perfect sense that it would prefer to store that fat in your midsection where it is easy to manage and access, and where it does not get in the way of physical movement of the limbs. In other words, it would not make much sense to have a lot of extra body fat stored on your arms or legs because you would have to swing those around when you move, and that would require extra caloric expenditure. Belly fat is difficult to lose because it is the body's stored extra energy, and millions of years of evolution have trained the human body to be reluctant to let go of its emergency energy source. Our ancient blueprint has not yet cottoned on to the fact that most of us have a fridge full of food in the next room. A second evolutionary strategy that favors collection of fat in the midsection relates to the ongoing functioning of the basic biochemical processes that keep us alive. Having fat stored in the midsection means that the critical organs will be well insulated in the event that the body is subjected to falling temperatures, as normally happens in the winter months. This means that the proper functioning of the essential metabolic processes that sustain us, carried out by organs such as the liver and the pancreas, will not be significantly interrupted.
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Finally, healthy levels of body fat and the places it is located has some implications for mate selection. This is especially true in women, where fat is stored in locations like the hips, buttocks and breasts to create a more attractive looking body in order to attract a potential mate. In this way, body fat is stored in predetermined locations on the human body for much the same reason that a male peacock has brightly colored feathers – it is part of the mating game, so to speak. So, abdominal fat is in our genetic blueprint. Therefore it is up to us to outsmart the heavy hand of evolution if we want to see the muscles emerge from beneath the ordinary layer of fat found in the midsection. When it needs energy, your body will burn fat from throughout your bodily stores. This is why crunches and sit ups will not exclusively burn your belly fat. In fact, crunches and sit ups are amongst the LEAST effective fat burning exercises because crunches actually burn very few calories per minute. When you perform crunches, they will work to strengthen the abdominals but they will not do a lot to help shed the layer of fat covering the muscles. It is this layer of fat that prevents them from looking defined and will keep them hidden under the fat. What you really will need to focus on is removing that layer of fat if you are to get the visual results that you (and your potential admirers) are hoping for. This is perhaps one of the most common mistakes that people make when they decide to go after that six pack look. They focus on their abdominal region when working out, which is not at all required. It is the total conditioning of the ENTIRE body and the reduction of the body fat percentage that gives you those dreamy-looking six pack abdominals.
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Myth #4 - You cannot get lean because of your genetics Truth #4 – Hereditary traits never rule out physical improvement The idea that you are somehow born with a condition that precludes the ability to get lean is more than anything else just a silly excuse used by people who have given up their effort to slim down. It is each person’s lifestyle, and not their genetics, that plays the biggest role in determining how fat or how lean they can become. If someone is overweight and their parents are also overweight, what that person has inherited is more than likely not a set of extra ‘fat genes’, but rather the habits of poor diet and a lack of respect for what proper exercise can achieve when adhered to regularly. If you have been heavy all of your life, think hard for a moment about the kind of diet that you were subjected to in your youth. Presuming that you currently know the difference between a lifestyle founded on healthy eating and one founded on the convenience of fast foods, was the food you ate prepared daily for you in the kitchen, or did it come out of a box or a microwaveable package? Did french fries, pizza, pasta, and all manner of sugary foods play a strong role in your eating habits? Even someone born with a faster than normal metabolism will eventually succumb to the fat accumulating directive that years of unhealthy eating will set in motion. But you can change this outcome at any time by revising the manner of foods that you eat. You will always only ever be one meal from getting back on track, and genetics alone can never dictate what your next action will be. You, and you alone, have the power to decide to eat the right foods, not your genes.
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Myth #5 – Abdominal muscle is different from regular muscle Truth #5 – A muscle cell by any other name is still just a muscle cell… Your abdominal muscles are just like every other muscle in your body. The sheet of abdominal muscle is different only in location, and, unlike biceps or quads, does not rest on a bony surface. So you should train them the same way you would train, say, your biceps or your pectorals (chest muscles). The basic laws of physiology apply to all your muscles, including your abdominals. This means that you have to do exercises in the correct plane of movement to effectively work the muscle. Many people also think they need to train their abdominal muscles every day, but this is incorrect. The rules of weight training state that you should give your muscles at least a day of rest after training so that they may recover. This applies to your abdominals as well. They need a break just like the rest of your body. The trick is to train your abdominal muscles hard. For some odd reason it has become common for people to think that they need to perform high repetitions (15-20 or more muscle contractions) to make gains. But this is not true. As I have just mentioned, your abdominal muscles are just like every other muscle in your body. This means that you should train them the same way as the rest of your muscle groups. To make strength gains in any muscle group you have to overload them. This means adding more resistance (weight) to challenge them, so they become stronger in exactly the same manner as do the other muscles in your body.
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Myth #6 – If you have a bad back, training abdominals will worsen it Truth #6 – Ab training strengthens the core to support the back If you suffer from a bad back, the lack of a strong core may contribute to this, so you can benefit from strengthening your abdominals. This will also strengthen your back because the opposing muscles in your body always support and assist each other. So if you have weak abdominal muscles, the share of the work normally reserved for the abdominals falls on the back. The moral of the story here: strengthen the front of your body and your back will become stronger as well. Myth #7 – You must eat a low carbohydrate diet Truth #7 – You cannot build muscle if your energy is sapped Low carbohydrate diets are extremely popular and have been for some time. Many people believe that a low carb diet is essential to stripping the fat from their midsection. While these types of diets do offer a number of benefits, including hunger control and reduced water retention, many people end up feeling tired and lethargic when they strip out this necessary fuel source. While carbohydrates are indeed the food type that most strongly encourages the uptake of fat within the body, the reality is that your nutrition plan – whatever it may be – must support your exercise program. If you severely reduce your total carbohydrate intake to the point where you are consistently experiencing low energy you will find that your will and physical ability to train hard is diminished too. You NEED to maintain an exercise plan that supports the building of muscle, because it is muscle that does the job of burning fat within your body, not just during your exercise sessions, but at all other times of the day too.
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If you cannot maintain your exercise schedule, muscle will atrophy, your metabolism will suffer, and you will find it harder, not easier, to lose fat. Therefore, on the whole, it is better to stick to a balanced nutrition approach, as this is what you will be able to live with long term and so is required for sustained fat loss. Myth #8 – Hours of ‘cardio’ activity strips the fat like nothing else Truth #8 – Cardio activity slows fat burning to cover up that six pack Another classic myth that surrounds exercise is the thought that you need to be doing hours and hours of ‘cardio’ (walking, jogging, cycling, or cardio machines) in order to get clearly defined abdominal muscles. To reduce body fat the metabolism needs to be elevated so it is burning more fuel (calories) every minute of the day and night. Only a proper program of strength training exercise will do this, because this is the only kind of exercise geared toward maintenance of existing muscle and the building of new muscle. It is the muscle in your body that does the work of burning fat for energy use. The higher the percentage of muscle mass in your body, the larger your metabolic rate. In contrast to the cardio philosophy which proposes that you spend endless hours of you time following low impact movements that burn fat only while you are in the process of performing them, modern exercise programs are more concerned with what happens after the exercise session is over with. When you work to build muscle you benefit from the fact that muscle cells burn from 2 to 5 times as much fat per unit time as do fat cells.
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Myth #9 – Anyone sporting a six pack has strong abdominal muscles Truth #9 – The six pack effect is primarily a result of fat loss only Many people are under the impression that in order to get a six pack, they will need to develop strong abdominal muscles. Working on building strength in the abdominal core is always a smart move because it will help prevent injuries and help you perform other physical activities better, but it is not a requirement. For example, in young boys around 7-9 years of age the abdominal muscles are often fairly visible. Yet, if you were to test their abdominal strength, it likely would not be all that high. The reason this is possible is because these boys have not yet accumulated much body fat over their abdominals, making it easy to see the muscles clearly. All of us have abdominal muscles, so it is just a matter of reducing body fat to a level sufficiently low enough to see them. Myth #10 – Crash dieting will reveal your abdominal muscles Truth #10 – The key to the six pack effect is fat loss, not weight loss When you go on a crash diet and severely restrict your calorie intake you will lose weight for sure, sometimes fairly fast. But that kind of weight loss strategy involves the loss of muscle mass, water weight, and a little body fat. It is loss of fat that is important to bringing out the abdominals, and not simply a high total weight loss. In fact, if you drop your calorie intake too far you will precipitate the opposite effect, with your body quickly going into ‘survival mode’ as it attempts to conserve fuel in the face of the threat of starvation. So, going on severe calorie restricted diets is NOT the way to thin out your waist line (in the long run it will actually make you fatter). - Click Here to Download Full PDF eBook https://tinyurl.com/ClaimYourSixPackABS
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Resources Congratulations, you have completed your initial reading of Claim Your Six Pack Abs and now you know everything you need to lose weight in a sustainable way, and bring out your abdominal muscles so that you can show them off to the world! The great thing about working towards this goal is that you cannot achieve the endpoint without securing a lot of great health benefits along the way. When you work to rid yourself of belly fat you cannot help but give your body a complete makeover, so that by the time you have molded your midsection you will also have dramatically improved the rest of your body. To help you reach that goal I am going to recommend in this section several related fitness and nutritional information products that can serve as resources. The first of these is 21 Days To Healthy Eating, which is another ebook of mine that I put together on the subject of nutrition. The truth of the matter is that putting together healthy meals can be very confusing today for the average person. We are presented everywhere we turn with processed foods, and the decision to grab something convenient rather than prepare a nutritious meal is very easy to make. But we do so at a cost, sometimes a significant one. In 21 Days To Healthy Eating I teach you how to select foods in a way which guarantees that what you put into your body will serve you well – not just in the short term, but the long term as well. The decisions we make daily about what we eat have long term consequences for our health in old age. I will show you how to make the healthy choices so that you can live long, feel better about what you are eating, and turbo-charge your body so that you have almost limitless amounts of energy to burn daily.



https://tinyurl.com/ClaimYourSixPackABS
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If you think that it is hard to eat healthy for an extended period of time without going off the rails and indulging in some delicious, but unsavory snacks, I will concede that some care does need to be taken to ensure that your sweet tooth does not get the better of you. It is for this reason that I point you toward another of my books which addresses this exact subject, and shows you how to create your own healthy raw snacks that provide all the nutrition that you could possibly hope for from something that tastes fantastic and quells whatever food cravings you might be suffering from. In 100 Healthy Raw Snacks and Treats you'll find more than 100 recipes straight from my kitchen. These are the same treats and desserts that I prepare for myself on a weekly basis. If you have ever wondered whether it is possible to “have your cake, and eat it too” then this is the book for you! https://tinyurl.com/ClaimYourSixPackABS
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Inside I will show you how to prepare such delights as Cashew Cream Bars,



Blueberry Slice, Coconut Orange Chocolate Squares, and Date Nut Dreams. And that's just for starters. In 100 Healthy Raw Snacks and Treats I have over 100 more no-bake recipes to share with you, all constructed from raw, healthy ingredients.



With the recipes that I have provided you will always have a treat on hand that can serve as a tasty and nutritionally satisfying pick me up. But if you find that food cravings are getting the better of you I have just the ticket. In Stop Food Cravings Fast I show you how to conquer your food cravings once and for all. The truth is, cravings are simply the body's way of telling us that we haven't been eating properly. When your body does not get enough of the natural sugars it derives from healthy foods, rich in vitamins, nutrients and protein, it sounds the alarm bells in the form of cravings. Unfortunately in this day and age it is all too easy to “satisfy” this form of hunger with entirely the wrong kinds of sugars. This simply leads to weight gain and even more cravings. https://tinyurl.com/ClaimYourSixPackABS
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However, when you give your body exactly what it really needs, your brain stops sending out those cravings and you can live a healthy life free from the addictions of junk food and empty calories.



Having said that you can control your food cravings, there is nothing wrong with indulging yourself a little if you go about it the right way. That is why I love the ice-cream alternative known as Protein Freeze. This is a brilliant dessert alternative to real ice-cream that replaces the high fat, caloriedense, cream-based processed treat that we are all familiar with, with a highprotein food that is derived primarily from whey. As you have learned, protein is the secret ingredient to all fat-burning meals, and this is how you are able to “eat ice-cream” without packing on the pounds in response. Simply mix equal parts of this protein powder and water, add a scoop of your favorite nut butter (such as peanut butter), place in the freezer for a few hours, and you have your “fat-burning ice-cream” alternative ready to go.



https://tinyurl.com/ClaimYourSixPackABS
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Not bad, huh? I wish I had thought of this myself! You can grab a sample here: Protein Freeze Fair warning, though – this is a processed food (as of course are



most ice-cream and protein powders) so don't make it a staple of your diet. But for the occasional treat it will do you no harm. Well, that's it for now. Please remember that the only way to really make use of the information in this book is to start putting the ideas into effect. You have exercise and nutritional tips for getting six pack abs that will serve you correctly and deliver results IF you just put them into practice. So now is the time to get started. Good luck!



https://tinyurl.com/ClaimYourSixPackABS
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